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EMV

Earned Media Value
Earned Media Value (EMV) is Tribe Dynamics’
prescribed metric that quantifies the estimated value of
publicity gained through digital earned media and its
respective engagement levels. Our holistic approach
assigns a specific dollar value to each piece of content,
based on the publishing channel’s perceived value of digital
word-of-mouth to brands within the industry. EMV serves as
a tool for benchmarking across marketing activities and
across brands.
In an effort to ensure that we are always providing the
most insightful data and analysis to help you better
understand the latest digital trends, we consistently improve
our measurement of earned media performance. As we
continue to advance our own understanding of earned
media and learn about the industry, we will update our
analytics to reflect new knowledge and innovations.
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Top 10 Brands by EMV
$59,014,992

Anastasia Beverly Hills
MAC

$34,173,660

Tarte

$31,916,118

Urban Decay

$29,578,064

Benefit

$29,306,395

Too Faced

$29,111,727

NYX

$27,262,620

Huda Beauty

$27,238,732

ColourPop
Morphe

$26,491,734
$22,634,435
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BLOG
MAC

$1,573,630

Benefit

$1,532,262

Urban Decay

$1,176,588

Too Faced

$566,663

NYX

$508,999

Tarte

$417,984

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$412,851

ColourPop

$322,768

Morphe $84,041
Huda Beauty $62,200

YOUTUBE
MAC

$10,006,485

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$8,848,236

Morphe

$7,930,083

Too Faced

$7,612,905

Urban Decay

$7,267,235

Benefit

$7,056,151

Tarte

$7,037,182

ColourPop

$6,373,223

NYX

$5,176,606
Huda Beauty $1,122,155
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FACEBOOK
Urban Decay

$2,645,141

MAC

$2,444,517

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$2,173,318

Benefit

$1,746,533

Tarte

$1,497,213

Too Faced

$1,486,118

NYX

$1,294,465

ColourPop

$1,215,956

Huda Beauty
Morphe

$970,259
$595,295

INSTAGRAM
Anastasia Beverly Hills

$46,776,598

Huda Beauty

$24,866,729

Tarte

$22,327,659

NYX

$19,719,910

MAC

$18,859,688

Too Faced

$18,622,070

Benefit
ColourPop
Urban Decay
Morphe

$18,203,109
$17,790,617
$17,227,466
$13,755,696
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TWITTER
ColourPop

$676,400

Too Faced

$632,852

MAC

$627,700

Benefit

$548,600

Urban Decay

$537,800

Tarte

$451,400

NYX

$339,400

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$256,200

Morphe

$239,800

Huda Beauty $40,400

PINTEREST
Urban Decay

$723,834

MAC

$661,640

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$547,790

NYX

$223,240

Benefit

$219,740

Too Faced

$191,120

Tarte

$184,680

Huda Beauty
ColourPop

$176,990
$112,770

Morphe $29,520
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OVERALL TRENDING EMV
APR 2015

Morphe

APR 2016

ColourPop
Huda Beauty
NYX
Too Faced
Benefit
Urban Decay
Tarte
MAC
Anastasia Beverly Hills
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Y/Y GROWTH
BRAND

APR 2015

APR 2016

Y/Y GROWTH

Anastasia Beverly Hills

$32,054,229

$59,014,992

84.11%

MAC

$31,614,709

$34,173,660

8.09%

Tarte

$11,803,228

$31,916,118

170.40%

$8,960,906

$29,578,064

230.08%

Benefit

$11,148,112

$29,306,395

162.88%

Too Faced

$11,807,683

$29,111,727

146.55%

NYX

$12,338,787

$27,262,620

120.95%

Huda Beauty

$2,042,142

$27,238,732

1,233.83%

ColourPop

$7,537,233

$26,491,734

251.48%

Morphe

$7,769,063

$22,634,435

191.34%

Urban Decay

60M
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Brand Spotlights
URBAN DECAY THROWS WHIMSICAL LAUNCH PARTY

U

rban Decay celebrated the
release of its newest Disney
collaboration, the Through the
Looking Glass eyeshadow palette, by
inviting influencers to an Alice in
Wonderland-themed tea party and a
Disneyland excursion. Influencers
posted Instagrams of their “squad”
at the tea party, their Minnie Mouse
ears, and Wonderland details such
as intricately decorated cupcakes
and cookies. They took advantage of
the Alice in Wonderland-themed
“UD” logo as the perfect backdrop
for Instagrams, thanking Urban
Decay for the invitation. Alatorreee
shared a glamorous shot of the
“prettiest of vanities,” set up by
Urban Decay for influencers to try
out the new product line. Alatorreee,
beautyybird, thatsheart, missylynn,
and other bloggers also posted
Instagrams from “the happiest place
on Earth,” tagging Urban Decay and
expressing their excitement and
gratitude for the experience. Urban
Decay’s Alice in Wonderland tea
party and Disneyland trip generated
on-brand content from influencers
that brought the whimsical products
to life, driving $1.7M EMV for the
#UDinWonderland campaign.
Separate from the tea party
and Disneyland excursion, Urban
Decay’s continued investment in its
relationship with influencer
creativeboss also bolstered the
brand’s April EMV. The brand sent
creativeboss the Alice in
Wonderland collection in advance of

its launch, inspiring the influencer to
create a “Down the Rabbit Hole”
transformation. She posted the
completed look and tutorial across
her social channels, generating
$268.9K EMV for the brand over the
month. Creativeboss then used the
palette to create even more versions
of different Alice in Wonderland
characters, like “Story Book Alice”
and “Female Mad Hatter.” The
influencer’s proliferation of content
reflected a strong resonance between
creativeboss and Urban Decay. The
brand not only facilitated
creativeboss’s makeup tutorials with
its products, but tapped into her
creative impulses and “inspired” her
to create content.

Missylynn shows off the
backdrop of the
#UDinWonderland party,
inspiring 2.9K likes.
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BENEFIT BRINGS INFLUENCER IMAGES IN-STORE
I
n April, Benefit revealed the
fruits of its Cheekathon
partnership with kathleenlights,
PatrickStarrr and Manny Mua. The
brand hosted an influencer meetup
at the Times Square Sephora, where
the Cheekathon photoshoot pictures
graced the Benefit display shelves
stocking the recently launched
palette.
Leading up to the event,
PatrickStarrr teased the New York
meetup in numerous videos,
reminding YouTube subscribers
about the event in his video
summaries. PatrickStarrr’s
unprompted yet palpable love for
Benefit validated his genuine
endorsement of the brand. In one
“Get Ready With Me” video, Patrick
sits flanked by Benefit-branded
props and products. He tells
followers about all of his various
brand-sponsored travel plans, but
speaks of his Benefit meetup with
distinct excitement. Similarly,
Manny Mua tweeted a photo from
the Cheekathon shoot to promote
the meetup, garnering 2.1K likes.
The brand’s decision to continue
leveraging Manny and Patrick’s
compellingly genuine friendship
displayed a loyalty to the duo (who
also facilitated Benefit’s December
Hauliday giveaway), and recognized
the allure of the influencers’
personalities and combined
dynamic, not just their million-plus
follower counts.
Benefit’s move of featuring the
photoshoot pictures on its product
display at Sephora also denoted an
important crossover of digital
influence with in-store branding. By
including the influencers in store
displays, Benefit showed how

Kathleenlights’ Instagram
leading up to the Cheekathon
meetup earns 48.0K likes.
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integral the influencers are to the
representation of its brand. In turn,
kathleenlights’ tweet promoting
Cheekathon’s release and the
Sephora display conveyed her
excitement and disbelief:
“@MannyMua733 @patrickstarrr
AND I ARE ON THE
@BenefitBeauty DISPLAY AT
@Sephora!!!!” Benefit’s inclusion of
the vloggers in a core brand
initiative demonstrated the brand’s
reverence for influencers as integral
members of its brand.
In PatrickStarrr’s vlog on the
Cheekathon photoshoot and Benefit
meetup, the influencer expressed
that his rise to beauty blogger
stardom was inseparable from his
gratitude for the brands that had
invested in his career, and from his
powerful friendship with Manny
Mua. The vlog also included clips of
fans screaming and crying as they
got to meet the influencer duo in
front of their Benefit display: a
moment made possible only by the
brand’s dedication to empowering
its dynamic influencers.
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Manny MUA tweets a Benefit
meetup reminder to his
followers, earning 2.1K likes.

